You build your business.
We protect your people, property, and profits.
Our Mission

Peace of Mind Technologies (POM) creates environments where people can go about their daily lives efficiently, effortlessly and – most important of all – securely.

POM has a proven reputation for designing and integrating advanced security solutions for some of the most demanding clients in the greater New York Metropolitan area. FirstService Residential, Grand Central Station, Village Care, and Fresh Direct are just a few of the prominent organizations who trust their security and technology integration to us.

POM knows that businesses have different security and operational challenges based on their industry. POM at Work is a program specifically designed to address these concerns and streamline operations through seamless technology integration.

Some Recent Clients
POM at Work Security Solutions - Building a Better Security System

Surveillance
POM's advanced surveillance systems provide state-of-the-art security day and night, indoor and out. Cameras are fully integrated into the overall security design and can be accessed anywhere, at any time, via mobile phones, tablets and other Internet devices. Our security cameras provide superior optical quality and a range of options designed to fit any location or environment.

Access Control
Whether you need to secure entrances, storage areas, guest rooms or administrative offices, POM offers easy-to-manage, flexible solutions for controlling and logging every entry/exit attempt. Easily change access to the building without making keys or changing locks. Our cutting-edge door access systems use the latest technologies from magnetic locks to turnstiles and biometrics.

Alarms
POM provides intrusion, door open and panic safety alarm systems. All alarm systems are connected to remote monitoring stations and are fully integrated into our access and surveillance systems. This gives added benefits of automatically unlocking exit doors during fire alarms and permitting remote monitoring to identify false alarms.

Managed Services
We offer a variety of interactive and “Virtual Video” services, which can be customized to meet your business’ needs. These include such items as video alarm verification, virtual visitor management, and virtual guard tours – all of which can minimize costs (less onsite manpower) while maximizing security.

POM Technologies – Your Security Partner

Assessment
Our security design specialists will work with you to assess the physical and operational needs of your building. Then, we’ll outline a comprehensive security systems plan – complete with benefits and costs that are custom-tailored specifically to your infrastructure and requirements, including layout, wiring, product selection and strategic placement.

Design

Implementation
Manufacturer certified technicians and project managers implement all installations on any size job – from sky rises to multi-building locations. The work doesn’t stop until you’re satisfied and everything is working smoothly. Once your system is tested and operational, your selected facility manager or security personnel will be trained by POM’s technical services group on uses and integration of your system. But it doesn’t end there.

Training

POMAdvantage Service
Our affordable, comprehensive POMAdvantage service and support plan covers all parts, loaner equipment, labor and preventative maintenance, so you can protect yourself from unexpected costs and minimize system downtime with expedited scheduling. Our dedicated service technicians and Quality Control representatives make sure your system continues to operate smoothly and your building is secure. We guarantee priority support, fast turnaround and first-rate customer service no matter how small the issue.

Support
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Distribution Center and Corporate Offices

**The Challenge:** Adopt and expand existing access control and CCTV systems in the local and corporate offices, distribution centers, and warehouses of a large grocery purveyor serving the tri-state area. Secure different kinds of buildings with varying needs and concerns, POM custom tailored the system design of each location. Each building’s system incorporated access control and CCTV, but the approach and equipment varied, employing card readers, electronic locks, network based IP cameras, as well as optical and physical turnstiles.

**The Solution:** A partner that could not only take over and support the existing system, but expand it to fit a rapidly growing business. Peace of Mind Technologies was selected to be that partner and linked all elements of these systems so that locations are secure and operations are more efficiently managed.

Healthcare

**The Challenge:** A New York City community healthcare and senior care provider concerned about patient safety with multiple locations needed their access control and video surveillance systems upgraded and integrated.

**The Solution:** Peace of Mind Technologies first focused on access control installation, integration, and implementation of standard operating processes. By replacing the 3 independent access control systems with an integrated and unified system with remote capabilities, POM was able to centralize all access data. This solution was not only efficient, but also scalable; additional systems have been added as the healthcare provider has grown. A similar approach was taken with video. Outdated equipment was replaced and connected on a network allowing for remote monitoring and search functions. Finally, the antiquated alarm systems were removed and upgraded. With new alarms, CCTV, and access systems that are fully integrated the patients, staff, and visitors of this growing facility are safer than they've ever been.

Retail

**The Challenge:** Design and implement a network-based, integrated access control and digital CCTV solution, without interrupting operations of a landmark multi-building commercial property. Buildings had no access control on the interior or perimeter doors and were equipped with antiquated analog cameras, many of which were in disrepair.

**The Solution:** Peace of Mind Technologies designed a multi-stage solution that was not only unobtrusive but was also scalable for this commercial giant. A fifty doors access control system was installed, securing the property and allowing management to monitor the flow of personnel. A network-based digital camera system was installed, enabling management to oversee operations remotely. These scalable solutions allowed this commercial entity to secure its property and streamline operations while never losing a day of business.

Hospitality

**The Challenge:** The owner of a multiple-unit fast food franchise needed a security solution that would secure his many locations, centralize data, and manage alarm access in the face of the industry’s high turnover rate. Heavy traffic and high employee turnover made it difficult to manage employee and vendor alarm access.

**The Solution:** Each location was fitted with a state of the art security alarm system. Peace of Mind Technologies’ Managed Services offerings provided a system which allowed users to be easily added and removed, as well as provide the owner with information he was previously not able to see. Daily reports provide information about the arming and disarming of the alarms at each location. Analog cameras were updated to a digital platform which provided centralized monitoring which gives the owner the ability to view any of his restaurants at any time. These solutions have given the owner so much added control that he has expanded his systems, with POM’s help, to 3 new restaurants.

Some Recent Clients

- Kaufman
- W Hotels
- Five Guys
- Beth Israel
- Holiday Inn
- JAG
- Real